A survey taken recently in California reveals that up to 50 percent of children in the fourth grade have experimented with cigarette smoking.

Loma Linda University School of Public Health students conducting a three-day health education clinic on smoking are trying to reverse downward statistics. Currently 20 University students are involved in presenting 278 programs to 3,600 children in the Redlands Unified School District.

Coordinator of the "quit-start smoking" clinic is Harold F. Googe, instructor in health education.

"Each classroom has three smoking education programs held at one-week intervals," Mr. Googe says. "On the first day, the student health educato makes friends with the children. He tells them how wonderful their bodies are made while no mention is made of cigarette smoking.

"The second day an entertaining film depicting the wisdom of refraining from smoking is shown. During the third day, the effects of smoking over a long period of time are demonstrated experimentally with an actual cancerous human lung.

Through the cooperation of the American ambassador in Freetown, the United States Department of State arranged for the two airlines to fly Kadiatu to America. She was accompanied by David A. Googe, director of physical therapy at Loma Linda University in Sierra Leone where she was first examined.

The University's open-heart surgery team members donated their services.

While here in Loma Linda Kadiatu was interviewed on KNEC television, a Los Angeles station, and treated as a free tourist of Disneyland courtesy of the Disneyland public relations department.

This is not the first time that Loma Linda University has cooperated with overseas Seventh-day Adventists.

Continued on page 10
Church-employed teachers qualify for free tuition

Church-employed teachers in the Pacific Union Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, who meet certain requirements, may register by mail for summer school classes at La Sierra campus of the University. Summer classes will be in session from June 25 through August 14.

Bible classes pre-session seminars of interest to teachers are also scheduled by the School of Education. The first seminar, taught by Dr. Leland Tillotson, is at 2:30 p.m. Monday, June 29, by Marilynn M. Tredenick, of the University of English. The second, teaching in perspective of the religious life, will be held June 10 to 19 taught by Dr. Dean P. Osterman, director of the School of Education.

Bulletins for the summer sessions are now available from the Registrar's Office at La Sierra University, Riverside 92506.

To all church-employed teachers who wish to attend the seminars, attend church-employed classes and have your seminars approved for verification of employment.

University yearbook distribution nears

The Loma Linda campus yearbook, which has been eagerly awaited to arrive during the late summer months, is to be mailed to the students in the near future.

Faculty members may obtain a copy of the book by sending a requisition to Mrs. Marjorie L. Nelson, yearbook, SPECTRUM, is expected to arrive on or about the 10th of June. The book contains the usual student portrait section; and printing errors to multiply and correct.

"It is useless, not work, that produces most important inventions," said Mr. Dr. Hutchins. "Inventions are usually those ideas, having certain definite types of shapes, producing most useful results, and being of use to things."

Our universities must be centers of independent thought and criticism needed to adequately serve modern society.

Dr. Hutchins explained that the problem results from insidious pressures exerted by various elements responsible for the support of higher education and from the widespread idea that universities and colleges exist primarily to serve the nation's economic needs. He said that the chief purpose of higher education is to civilize people.

His lecture included description of a "university in Utopia" that would be small and would, by giving emphasis to ethical, cultural, and spiritual values, teach people how to live efficiently and peaceably in the world.

During a conversation following the lecture, Dr. Hutchins was told that students at Loma Linda University take classes in which moral, ethical, and spiritual subjects are stressed. Dr. Hutchins agreed that these classes are important and that they should be a part of modern human education. He expressed pleasure and said that he understands that, while president of Oberlin College, personally taught classes in which moral, ethical, and spiritual subjects were stressed. He explained that these classes are not "university in Utopia" because they are not designed to be a part of modern human education. He expressed the hope that people would ultimately seek something worthwhile.

"People will get tired of going to movies, of watching television," he said. "But it is to be expected that people will need to recognize the value of life-long learning. Our universities must be centers for this continuing learning experience."

Dr. Hutchins has authored more than 200 books and has been honored by more than 100 universities including Harvard University, the University of Ohio, the University of Copenhagen, and the University of Stockholm.

"Our hearts are full of hopes and aspirations for your future development as you taste both the rewards and trials of service."

University SCOPE is a non-profit, educational publication of Loma Linda University, all rights reserved, and the opinion of the editor. It is published monthly by the Office of the Dean of Students at La Sierra University, Riverside, California.

Today's multivisibility is not doing its job

"Today's mutivity is not educating nation's youth for the post-industrial age into which we are moving according to nationally known experts," said Dr. Robert Maynard Hutchins, president of the board of editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, seemed pleased to discover that ours is a small university.

With characteristic candor, he declared that the large universities are the center of independent thought and criticism needed to adequately serve modern society.

He explained that the problem results from insidious pressures exerted by various elements responsible for the support of higher education and from the widespread idea that universities and colleges exist primarily to serve the nation's economic needs. He said that the chief purpose of higher education is to civilize people.

His lecture included description of a "university in Utopia" that would be small and would, by giving emphasis to ethical, cultural, and spiritual values, teach people how to live efficiently and peaceably in the world.

During a conversation following the lecture, Dr. Hutchins was told that students at Loma Linda University take classes in which moral, ethical, and spiritual subjects are stressed. Dr. Hutchins agreed that these classes are important and that they should be a part of modern human education. He expressed pleasure and said that he understands that, while president of Oberlin College, personally taught classes in which moral, ethical, and spiritual subjects were stressed. He explained that these classes are not "university in Utopia" because they are not designed to be a part of modern human education. He expressed the hope that people would ultimately seek something worthwhile.

"People will get tired of going to movies, of watching television," he said. "But it is to be expected that people will need to recognize the value of life-long learning. Our universities must be centers for this continuing learning experience."

Dr. Hutchins has authored more than 200 books and has been honored by more than 100 universities including Harvard University, the University of Ohio, the University of Copenhagen, and the University of Stockholm.

"Our hearts are full of hopes and aspirations for your future development as you taste both the rewards and trials of service."
Hospital social service interns

JULIE C. ALBERT, a social worker in child psychiatry at University Hospital, discusses a case problem with Judy L. Davidson, senior behavioral science major. Student social workers coordinate closely with the School of Medicine department of psychiatry.

SENIOR BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE MAJOR Helen L. Hindman counsels with an unwed mother at University Hospital. Several of the La Sierra campus students have counseled with troubled girls as part of their field work experience.

GAIL C. SPRENGEL, senior behavioral science major, visits with Homer Kime at Heritage Gardens Convalescent Center. Miss Sprengel began working with Mr. Kime when he was a patient in University Hospital. She was instrumental in his making a smooth transfer to the convalescent hospital.

MELVIN G. PETERS, junior behavioral science major at the University, helps Wayne Kirkendoll relearn handwriting. Mr. Kirkendoll, seriously injured three years ago in an automobile accident, is presently a patient at Heritage Gardens where Mr. Peters visits him twice a week during a field work training program.

GET SMART!

Home ownership may be your only investment for the future. See a Realtor and First Federal.

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF SAN BERNARDINO
555 No. E St., San Bernardino
LOMA LINDA: 11142 ANDERSON ST. • BARSTOW: 602 E. MAIN ST.
Physicians, ministers gather

Georgia "Better Living" clinic held

The concept of combining the ministry of physicians and ministers in public evangelism is not new to Seventh-day Adventists. A recent program in Savannah, Georgia which brought together ministers and physicians from around the nation did, however, provide a unique demonstration of the effectiveness of this pattern of evangelism.

A three-week "Adventure in Better Living," directed by Edward C. Banks, PhD, professor of evangelism and director of the School of Nursing, featured a "total health" approach. Programs on smoking and health, physical fitness, and nutrition were presented by leading authorities.

An extremely warm reception to this type of evangelism was extended not only by the Savannah Seventh-day Adventist Church, says Wilbur K. Nelson, PhD, assistant professor of health education and coordinator of the program's health features. "But also by the community. Invitations were accepted for two television interviews which featured the team's unique message. The commissioner of health for the state of Georgia attended some of the meetings and agreed for public awareness of the dangers of smoking; he also commented favorably on the research findings indicating the health advantages of the Adventist pattern of life.

Nightly "Bible in the Hand" messages followed the health lectures; a cooking school was held to demonstrate the advantages of proper nutrition and food preparation.

The baptism of five persons was held at the close of the three weeks of meetings. Another baptism will follow soon, according to Dr. Nelson.

A 1960 School of Nursing graduate has been named California Mother for 1968.

Dorothy P. Bacon represented the state of California during the national competition last month, sponsored by the American Mothers' Committee in New York City. Dale Evans Rogers was last year's California winner.

Wife of urologist Samuel K. Bacon, SM'33, Mrs. Bacon is immediate past president of the Women's Auxiliary to the California Medical Association.

You'll appreciate our old-fashioned service even if you're not old-fashioned

When we started in business back in 1890, skirts were a little longer than they are today. The airplane hadn't been invented. And the number of automobiles in the world wouldn't have caused a traffic jam if you'd put them all together in the same driveway. These were unhurried times. And people seemed to make an effort to be considerate and friendly and helpful. But times have changed. Today, many people can't be bothered with a little thing like courtesy. Words like "thank you" are beginning to disappear from the language.

All of which makes us kind of unusual at Redlands Federal Savings. Because we still give our customers courtesy and consideration. Just as we have since 1890. We still go out of our way to help whenever we can. Still take a genuine interest in our customers and their problems. The strange thing about our old-fashioned service is that it is appreciated by people in their teens and early twenties. People you would hardly call "old-fashioned." So who knows? Maybe Redlands Federal Savings will become the next teen-age fad.

Where you save... Does make a difference!

School of Nursing alumna chosen 'California mother'

She has been active in campaigns to fight cancer, mental, physical, and venereal disease, and to raise funds for medical education and research.

Mother of three children and grandmother of nine, Mrs. Bacon also has participated in a number of youth activities.

Schering Lab gives University color film

A 30-minute color film on the "Physiology of Normal Menstruation" was presented to the University audiovisual service by Schering Laboratories of Elizabeth last week.

Reproducing a work film of the same title, the motion picture is used extensively by the School of Medicine and the School of Nursing for instructional purposes.

University professor named PUC's alumnus of the year

Raymond A. Hortensius, PhD, distinguished service professor of biochemistry, has been named 1969 "Alumnus of the Year" by Pacific Union College, Angwin.

Dr. Hortensius who graduated from Pacific Union College in 1919, has been on the University faculty since 1938.

Registrar elected president of local businessmen's group

Loma Linda University registrar Donald E. Lang, PhD, has been elected president of the La Sierra Chamber of Commerce. The administrative gavel was presented to him in the meeting of the chamber last week.

Dr. Lee has been on the University faculty since 1969 serving as physics and science education teacher and registrar.

Choir concert tour begins tomorrow

The Loma Linda University Choir and Chamber Singers, directed by Moses A. Chalmers, assistant professor of music, tomorrow begins a concert tour of the Central and Northern California Conferences of Seventh-day Adventists.

Mr. Chalmers said that the choir will perform music by Bach, Mendelssohn, Byrd, Dettler, Casals, and Elbreucht. Five concerts are scheduled.

Population

Continued from page 1

The enrollment is scheduled for 12:30 p.m. in Room A of Nichols Hall. The public is invited.

Painting Class

Forest Falls artist Fredonia Jacques is scheduling three spring courses in oil painting. Begin or continue your painting hobby in one of these stimulating classes.

Telephone (714) 791-2791 for more information.
DENTAL HYGIENE INSTRUCTOR
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California: Chino, Los Gatos, Rockford

DENTAL HYGIENISTS

Illinois: Lorna Linda University, Lorna Linda, Calif. 92354

INCOME UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL AND STUDENTS — We are at your service and welcome the opportunity of showing you our excellent selection of homes. A few of our specials are:

- 4-bedroom, 2-bath home. Fully furnished, newly remodeled. County seat of Finney County. 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. Asking $30,000.
- 3-bedroom, 2-bath home. Newly built, beautiful Loma Linda cul-de-sac. 11565 Hillcrest Court. Asking $37,500.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

- 5-bedroom, 3-bathroom home. Newly constructed, custom-built home with pool and enclosed shower. $8,950.
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School of Nursing

More acceptances listed

Sixty-nine students have been accepted into the School of Nursing class of 1972, according to Walter B. Clark, dean of admissions.

They are Linda E. Akita, Honolulu, Hawaii; Robin L. Andrews, Glendale; Andrea L. Armbruster, Thousand Oaks; Hope M. Barnes, Port Maria, St. Mary, Jamaica; Ann M. Bell, Denver, Colorado; Virginia E. Benson, Visalia; Alida C. Bobadilla, Pasay City, Philippines; LaVonna J. Button, Riverside; Denise M. Brown, Scottsdale, Arizona; Katherine J. Brown, Redlands; Kathleen E. Bruening, Angwin; Donna R. Caldwell, Sacramento; Blaine L. Calender, Redlands; Carol L. Colomb, Moreno; Elizabeth M. Craig, Chula Vista; Dawn M. Curtis, Pleasant Hill; Barbara C. Doubwill, Miami, Florida; Gwendolyn M. Dunavant, Grizzly; Ansa L. Edwards, Stockton; Cheryl D. Edwards, La Mirada; Bonnie J. Elvall, Singapore; Jamie M. Fletcher, Alexandria, Washington; Robin L. Galleher, La Canada; Teresa A. Garlino, Redwood City; Kathleen A. Gaskell, Carmichael; Hedy J. Germon, San Bernardino; Sandra K. Gemantha, Leucadia; Patrice L. Gullett, Balers- ford, Sylmar; Susan D. Hammans 9; Meridith Brown, Scottsdale, Arizona; Carol L. Combs, Monrovia, Riverside; Denise M. Edwards, La Mirada; Patricia D. Ward, Walnut, California.

Riverside high school students tour home economics building

One hundred forty students from Riverside and neighboring high schools visited Loma Linda University's new Sciences Building on the La Sierra campus last month, according to Mary P. Byers, chairman of the department of consumer-related sciences.

They are Linda E. Akita, Honolulu, Hawaii; Robin L. Andrews, Glendale; Andrea L. Armbruster, Thousand Oaks; Maria, St. Mary, Jamaica; Ann M. Bell, Denver, Colorado; Victoria E. Benson, Visalia; Alida C. Bobadilla, Pasay City, Philippines; LaVonna J. Button, Riverside; Denise M. Brown, Scottsdale, Arizona; Katherine J. Brown, Redlands; Kathleen E. Bruening, Angwin; Donna R. Caldwell, Sacramento; Blaine L. Calender, Redlands; Carol L. Colomb, Moreno; Elizabeth M. Craig, Chula Vista; Dawn M. Curtis, Pleasant Hill; Barbara C. Doubwill, Miami, Florida; Gwendolyn M. Dunavant, Grizzly; Ansa L. Edwards, Stockton; Cheryl D. Edwards, La Mirada; Bonnie J. Elvall, Singapore; Jamie M. Fletcher, Alexandria, Washington; Robin L. Galleher, La Canada; Teresa A. Garlino, Redwood City; Kathleen A. Gaskell, Carmichael; Hedy J. Germon, San Bernardino; Sandra K. Gemantha, Leucadia; Patrice L. Gullett, Bakers- ford, Sylmar; Susan D. Hammans 9; Meridith Brown, Scottsdale, Arizona; Carol L. Combs, Monrovia, Riverside; Denise M. Edwards, La Mirada; Patricia D. Ward, Walnut, California.
JOYCE WILSON HOPP, '48, outgoing president of the School of Nursing Alumni Association, discusses the evening program with president-elect Norma Brown Johnston, '58. New officers of the alumni association were installed during the homecoming weekend.

MEETING PRIOR TO the annual Mary Monteith lecture are Charlotte Ross, associate dean of the School of Nursing; William Barckley, nursing consultant to the American Cancer Society; Helen Nahm, PhD, recently retired dean of the University of California School of Nursing, San Francisco; and Marilyn J. Christian, dean of the School of Nursing. Dr. Nahm spoke at the Sunday evening meeting.

THIRTEEN MEMBERS OF THE 21-member School of Nursing class of 1944 meet prior to the annual homecoming banquet held Sunday night in the Loma Linda campus cafeteria. They are (left to right) Helen Dooling Christenson, Delia Wiltze, Jean Rebok, Julia E. Johnson, Dorothy Gould Patchett, Esther Olson Christianson, Jean Rittenhouse Vaneck, Violet Evans Brehm, Martha Deering Hubson, Ruth Carne Carroll, and Clarice Wilson Woodward.

NAMED “ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR” was Catherine Nichel Graf, '29 (right). Mildred Mattison Case, '55, makes the surprise plaque-presentation to Mrs. Graf during the banquet.

Tax Shelters Benefit You and Your University

WHAT WOULD A SUDDEN DEATH DO TO YOUR FINANCIAL STRUCTURE AS IT NOW EXISTS?

Loma Linda University offers a valuable service to its alumni and their patients through its Trust Program.

A DEFERRED GIFT PLAN . . . CAN

. . . provide the greatest possible security for your assets.
. . . provide necessary income for your post-earning years.
. . . provide for your family.
. . . provide the satisfaction of philanthropic participation in a great enterprise.
. . . utilize government provision for aid to education through tax advantages.

Here are legal instruments which in proper combination can effectively give you present and future security as you aid your university.

I LIFE INCOME CONTRACT

Furnishes substantial return plus saving of capital gains taxes on transfer of assets.
Provides lifelong income plus estate tax savings.

II TRUSTS

- Charitable Remainder
- Revocable
- Short-Term

III CHARITABLE ANNUITIES

Especially attractive if started during high income years. The representative will explain the many beneficial tax and charitable deduction factors.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

The President
Loma Linda University
Loma Linda, California 92354

[ ] I would appreciate an interview with a University representative regarding tax shelters.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________

Loma Linda University
A Mexican mother of five will be able to live a normal life thanks to the efforts of students at the University of Redlands, Redlands, and doctors from Loma Linda University.

Mrs. Gloria Lizarraga, a 32-year-old woman with an enlarging varicose vein in her right leg, until this month was "expected to become crippled within a year. She lives with her children in the tiny village of La Rumerosa, Baja California, Mexico, where she runs a mission for the village's 500 inhabitants, distributes food, and clothing.

University of Redlands students have been going to La Rumerosa helping with construction, offering medical and clothing, and offering other services as needed.

Mrs. Mary Schottel, a junior at the University of Redlands, and originator of the project to help Mexican children, contacted Loma Linda University community relations officer Richard A. Schafer to see whether surgery could be performed. Mr. Schafer spent the next two months arranging for the operation which was financed by friends of the hospital.

Mrs. Lizarraga is not the only person to benefit medically from the interest of University of Redlands students. Two years ago an 11-year-old girl was brought to the University of Los Angeles Medical Center for a knee operation. The operation, like Mrs. Lizarraga's, was successful.

The moving company with 19 years of service to condominiums will accept men and women in Orange County who are over 18 and have 2 years of experience.

FOR RENT

1408 N. San Carlos Street, Arroyo Grande

1-1/2 bedroom, 1 bath, open living room. $325 monthly.

FOR RENT

3348 St. James Drive, Ontario

2 bedroom, 1 bath, open living room. $300 monthly.

FOR RENT

1832 Nickerson Avenue, Chico

2 bedroom, 1 bath, $300 monthly.

FOR RENT

2372 S. Bluegrass Drive, Corona

2 bedroom, 1 bath, open living room. $300 monthly.

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF LAW

in Orange County

now accepting men and women who are over 18 and have 2 years of acceptable college credits (60)

The U.S. degree can be earned in 3 years of evening classes. The LL.B. degree is attainable in 2 years.

APPLY NOW FOR SEPTEMBER 15th

D. Longo, MD, professor of gynecology and obstetrics, and bioethics and biology, reconceived the need for sheep in his research for the past three years Redlands students have been going to La Rumerosa helping with construction.

The criterion for admission is a California State University General Education Pattern, and a 2.20 grade point average in any area in 2 years of college courses.

The outstanding Young California woman of 1969 will be chosen from among the 2500 women who attended a recent conference sponsored by the University of California, San Diego, Loma Linda, and Redlands women's organizations. The women will be asked to present a paper on the subject "Women and Education." The winning essay will be published in "Outstanding Young Women of America," which will be presented to the winner at the Outstanding Young Women of America's 1969 convention in Los Angeles.

The articles were written for an assignment of the nutrition education and teaching methods course offered by the department of nutrition in the School of Public Health. The current class in nutrition education and teaching methods is comprised of 18 graduate students, 13 of whom are women. The articles were written by Ruth Little, Ph.D., professor of nutrition.

URGENT NEED

UGRIPID

URGENT need for GP and OB in the beautiful Ozarks. Fredericktown has population 1,000 and draws area of 20,000 plus. Industries coming into area and county population is expected to double in five to seven years.

Open staff hospital built in 1961 has 75 beds. Staff includes MDs, PhDs, nurse practitioners.

Community will help with office and locating income. Church and eight-grade school.

Bryan A. Michelson, M.D.
(314) 783-3805

PREPARATION FOR THE LATTER RAIN

A series of studies presented recently in the University Church, Loma Linda, sermon. It is a page compilation from the Spirit of Prophecy, Twenty- Fifth Issue, 1902. Eight copies for $1 postpaid.

Write B. E. Wagner, 24978 Box 201, Loma Linda, California 92354.

Preparation for the Latter Rain. It is a page compilation from the Spirit of Prophecy, Twenty-Fifth Issue, 1902. Eight copies for $1 postpaid. Write B. E. Wagner, 24978 Box 201, Loma Linda, California 92354.

NEWSLETTER

A newsletter with a comprehensive list of all the services, classes, events, and activities available to students and faculty at Loma Linda University. It is distributed biweekly to all members of the university community.

The University of Redlands, ULV will join forces to help Mexican students.

Two sheep, three sheep, four sheep. Sound like an insomniac's paradise? Well, it's scientific. "It's a unidimensional investigation of counting sheep," says Dr. Longo.

The University recently purchased one of the largest flocks of sheep in the state of California, according to Charles C. Hunt, DVM, assistant professor of preventive medicine, health and director of the University's animal care facility.

"It will be twenty-one o'clock, fifteen years even, and another heifer will be brought to the San Bernardino March 27.

The sheep are used in the area for breeding purposes only and will be available to La Sierra campus during Easter vacation.
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**Alumni News**

Gail S. Wexler, '67, writes from Blairstown: "From Geneva we flew into Amr, Ghana, where we almost suffocated from the heat and humidity. It was a drastic change from Geneva and London. The airport was new and beautiful, but not yet operating at full capacity."

From Cotonou, we took a Red Cross plane to Blairstown shortly after nightfall. To dislodge the heat and humidity, we almost suffocated from the week's heat and humidity. The hospital was new and beautiful, but not yet operating at full capacity.

"We are fortunate if we have one bed per ward. We scrubbed one end of the hospital thoroughly for our surgical ward and hope eventually to remove the medical ward. I helped with the blood clinic where we see approximately 500 patients."

"I go on rounds with the doctors, examine the patients, and help determine who should see the doctor. I prescribe routine medicines and send all but the very worst cases home. I can't believe how fast time goes. It is a big challenge. Every day presents new problems and new experiences."

**Book talk**

Continued from page 2

A. JOE CAO, chief of the University Security Patrol, discusses Lorna L. Almagi, vascular nursing student, as a prerequisite to her taking the state board examination. This free fingerprinting service offered by the security patrol is available by appointment only.

**University Hospital heliport is progressing toward July lift-off**

Construction of an emergency service heliport began late last month at University Hospital. The heliport which is being financed by the University Hospital Voluntary Service League, is scheduled for completion by the end of July.

The landing area, approved by the Federal Aviation Agency, will be located atop the northwest wing of University Hospital. The spot was selected because of its easy accessibility, there are no high tension wires, trees, or other obstructions that could jeopardize landings.

A patient, either by helicopter at the hospital will immediately be transferred to the heliport close to the emergency room on the ground floor for diagnosis and treatment.

The 54-foot-square landing pad will be covered with painted on the ground, according to construction supervisor M. Joseph Davis, superintendent of the University physical plant.

Landing lights will be installed adjacent to the area for nighttime safety.

---

I was so glad to see you. "I barged her into the operating room, and she roomed to go once when she wanted to go. I breathed a sigh of relief that we had found the little black box and panted. They shed three hours in a trench while the bombing was going on.

"The next morning we circled the Blairstown helicopter to us, each student's head 20 minutes away from the hospital wing, and then we sent to North Ngwa Hospital where we were sent."

"The hospital holds 63 beds but was not yet functional. The hospital was new and beautiful, but not yet operating at full capacity."

"We are fortunate if we have one bed per ward. We scrubbed one end of the hospital thoroughly for our surgical ward and hope eventually to remove the medical ward. I helped with the blood clinic where we see approximately 500 patients."

"I go on rounds with the doctors, examine the patients, and help determine who should see the doctor. I prescribe routine medicines and send all but the very worst cases home. I can't believe how fast time goes. It is a big challenge. Every day presents new problems and new experiences.

**San Timoteo ranch opens for summer**

University students and staff members as well as other students and graduate groups are invited to make reservations for the use of Hidden Valley Ranch in San Timoteo Canyon near Redlands.

For reservations telephone (714) 676-6400.

---

**NEW SPINET PIANOS**

$450

Jacobs bench and delivery

HOLLEY & JACKSON

Redlands Boulevard at New York Street, Redlands

---

**FOR LEASE**

New dental suite in the San Fernando Valley, near large church and adjacent to major shopping center. Approximately 1,000 square feet. Phone (213) 854-0655 or (714) 443-0611

---

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

Color and black and white movies

Serving Los Angeles, Orange, Ventura, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties.

AA-1 BASE AREA WEDDING PHOTO SERVICE

GARDENA

Call collect (213) 321-2356 evenings.

---

OPPORTUNITY FOR DENTIST

Excellent opportunity for dentist to practice in the beautiful Orang. Fredericktown has population of 4,000 and growing area of approximately 20,000.

New industries coming into area and county population is expected to double in five to seven years.

Town has four dentists. The youngster has appointments weekly. One dentist is considering dividing the practice.

The community is making great strides in providing modern part time care. The downtown community would help with office and housing.

Church and four-grade school. Phone collect: Bryan A. Michaelis, M.D.

---

CLIFF Coffin and Bob Ottosen, Owners

See You for Your Brake and Transmission Problems

Loma Linda Automotive

Southeast corner Anderson Street and Redlands Boulevard

796-0611
Loma Linda Chorale Concert scheduled for tomorrow night

The Loma Linda Chorale under the direction of John T. Hamilton, director of public relations on the La Sierra campus, will present a concert in the University of Redlands Memorial Chapel tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

Assisting the 40-voice, semi-professional chorale will be an especially organized baroque orchestra of 17 players who will also be heard in three separate orchestral concerts.

Admission to the final concert of the Loma Linda Chorale season is free.

Placement

Continued from page 5

Grewling, Ophelia, Stedman, Walla Walla, Woodland

Wisconsin: Appleton, F. Deen, Superior

Wyoming: Lingle, Snowy River, Torrington

PHYSICAL THERAPIST

California: Davis, Fresno, El Centro, Flagstaff, Santa Cruz, St. Helena

Colorado: La Junta

Illinois: St. Louis

Maryland: Takoma Park

Oregon: Cress Bay, Portland

Virginia: Hampton

Washington: Spokane

Wisconsin: Superior, DeChambeau, Racine, Superior

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES

California: Morehead, Paulette

Nevada: Las Vegas

Virginia: Richmond

PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATOR

Washington, D. C.

West African girl

Continued from page 1

eighth-Day Adventist hospitals in bringing a young person back to health after open heart surgery.

Last October, a 19-year-old South Vietnamese girl, Nguyen Tho Sen, was brought from Saigon to Loma Linda for similar surgery. She has not returned to her homeland where she is living a normal life.

Doctor needed in New York's Rip Van Winkle country

Favorable contacts with Loma Linda University alumni in Muntarmarken, Meso, nearby 25 years ago have stimulated an interest in Adventist direction of a proposed medical facility in New York's Rip Van Winkle country.

In the Catskill Mountain region, 11,000 New Yorkers have long felt the need for a quality clinic, not only for their vacation season but for the year-round population of some 10,000 in the Flusher - Phoenicia area, according to L. L. Reiff, president of the Greater New York Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.

Anonymous benefactors, impressed by their previous contacts with University alumni, have placed funds in trust to assist in constructing the facility when an Adventist physician locates there for medical practice.

The site, already selected, overlooks some of the most strikingly beautiful scenery of the Catskill country, according to Mr. Reiff.

Interested physicians should contact Dr. Reiff, Greater New York Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 261 South 36th Street, North Hills, New Hyde Park, New York 11060.
University SCOPE

Mission Vacancies

General Conference Department of Health

Loma Linda, California 92354

"Men and women wanted for hazardous journey, small wages, little risk, long months of danger, constant danger, safe return not expected, death recognition in case of union."

These hardships as advertised yielded a volume of applicants. You say, "These conditions are not the world mission field." EDWARD MORENO, COMMUNICATION

PHYSICIAN — Berkeley, California, and surgical service at the state hospital there. They have a son and a daughter attending acad.

Grace D. Scheresky, '45, is director of nursing at Hidraden Sanitarium and Hospital, Hillsdale, Illinois.

Elise Senneman Piets, '46, and her husband, Otto, recently moved to Pigeon, Tennessee, where they are associated with the Cave Springs Home-School for handicapped teenagers. Previously they worked at Kettering Medical Center, Kettering, Ohio.

Dr. Fisher, '59, and family have moved to Manteo where he is in charge of the physical therapy service for two hospitals. Their daughter, Marsha Louise, was born last September.

Johanna DeGuzman Ladioii, '59, chief physical therapist at Manila Sanitarium and Hospital, Manila, Philippines, is presently working at Loma Linda University Hospital to update her physical therapy techniques.

Jack T. Thompson, '44, writes from Benghaz, Libya, that Thomas R. Davis, '41, and his family recently joined the staff of Benghaz Adventist Hospital.

They anticipate donating some practical instruction for medical workers in the Middle East Division of Seventy-day Adventists.

Betsy Ross Boswell, '59, is working at Methodist Hospital, Jacksonville, Florida.

Rebecca Hernandez Schavon, '61, Beverly Hills, is planning a summer trip to Europe.

Donald Berglin, '64, chief physical therapist at Glendale Rehabilitation Center, married Judy Jeline, a nurse at Glendale Adventist Hospital. They live in La Crescenta.
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24877 TAYLOR STREET  LOMA LINDA

FLOAT TRIPS
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Salmon River of No Return, July 28, 1969 — $125
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La Sierra campus students honor emeritus president

Friends who have known William M. Landeen, Ph.D., professor of history and president emeritus of the former La Sierra College, are being urged to submit photographs, statements, and other memorabilia that will add to the tribute recently paid him by the University.

Dr. Landeen, now 77 and continuing to teach after five decades in the field of education, was honored at a recent convocation sponsored by the Associated Students of Loma Linda University.

David L. Neff, vice president of the student association, has asked that Dr. Landeen's widely scattered friends send materials that they feel would be suitable for an 8 by 11-inch boxed volume of tributes being compiled. The materials should be mailed to Mr. Neff at the La Sierra campus, Riverside, Calif. 92505.

Dr. Landeen served on two occasions, 1960-64 and 1964-69, as president of the college. He also is a former president of Walla Walla College, College Place, Washington, and chairman of the history department at Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, where he taught from 1959 to 1966.

Following World War II, he served as education and religious affairs officer of the U.S. military government in southern Germany.

His doctor of philosophy degree was conferred in 1939 by the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Dr. Landeen has been professor of history at the campus in Riverside since 1959.

The campus tribute included a letter from David J. Blicher, the University president, read by Ralph L. Koenren, Ph.D., dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, George Huyderson and Gayle Gallert, former students of Dr. Landeen, also gave short talks.

A portion of the program was given to recognition of Dr. Landeen's readers — LaVonne Neff, Richard Harding, Warren G. Harding III, Steven Loy, and Gary Rees, Ph.D. His first reader, Elizabeth Green, class of 1964, Walla Walla College, was also present.

La Sierra Academy teacher, of Riverside since 1958, was honored at a reception in Lincoln Hall.

She reported that at 6 a.m. daily the crowd began waiting outside the gate of the compound for admission, with 400-850 being seen and screened every day except Sabbath.

Only the most critical cases can be hospitalized; a bed capacity of 30 in a unit was stretched to 90 or more by utilizing bench and floor space. Food, fuel, and medical supplies are all rationed.

Members of the class of 1929 regret to announce the death of their classmate, Dr. J. Jackob Fischer of Carmichael.

Verna Thompson Dixon, ’22, and her husband have been in Loma Linda the past year, where she has been taking work in public health nursing while he has specialized in anesthesia.

Victoria Miller Wahlen, ’38, has returned to her home school nurse at Loma Linda Academy. She and her husband plan to return to Korea this summer.

Elise Callender Wood, ’30, works at Okinawa where her husband is the medical officer of the mission hospital. Elise finds the Okinawans are very friendly people. She says that they tolerate and give the homesteads some insinuations of joy of service in the island field.

Elise awaits with free clinics.

Elsie Blayte Heider, ’30, returns to her home school nurse in Nicaragua for four months. She paid a short visit to Loma Linda recently, where she was honored at a reception in Lincoln Hall.
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